
Background
In March of 2017, to combat
declining ridership levels the Los
Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority (LA
Metro) began installing public
WiFi on 150 buses.

Challenge
Being able to provide a safe and
secure WiFi experience for riders
was a top priority for Doug
Anderson, Senior Director of ITS
at LA Metro. However, finding a
cost-effective solution that
allowed for in-depth content
filtering was a challenge until he
found DNSFilter.

LA Metro Fleet
2,500 buses
420 trains
900,000 average daily
riders

“One of the things that we really
like about DNSFilter that really
stands out is that we're confident
this is state of the art company.
DNSFilter is acquiring and
implementing new technologies
and we see it in the filtering. It's
just so much smarter.”

- Doug Anderson, 
Sr. Director of ITS, LA Metro
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Resolution
Since implementing DNSFilter on their fleet of trains and buses, the LA
Metro has been able to block over 52,320 threats and supplied over 362,000
riders with a safe and fast internet experience. With the success of public
WiFi on buses and trains, LA Metro has also started using DNSFilter to
protect public WiFi that is available in many stations and offices.

Easy installation
Simple interface
Per-bus monitoring
cost-effective pricing

DNSFilter gave LA Metro 

Solution
Through a comprehensive list of
more than 30 categories that are
constantly updated by a proprietary
Artificial Intelligence engine,
DNSFilter supplies LA Metro with the
service needed to provide a safe
browsing experience for all riders.
DNSFilter also allows the LA Metro to
monitor and limit bandwidth usage to
ensure an always speedy connection

Statistics
Protected Requests-2019

247,521 blocked
security threats
9,797,873 policy
blocks
444,799,013 total
requests 

 


